ANNEXES:

Annex 1: FACE
The Federation of Aluminium Consumers in Europe (FACE) is a Brussels-based organisation
uniting many EU independent aluminium downstream transformers producing high value added
semi-finished and finished aluminium products using primary aluminium and its alloys as the
main raw material. FACE was founded in 1999 and since has consistently advocated for a level
playing field for the EU downstream aluminium subsector, as well as for sustainability and
environment ambition. FACE has always advocated the levelling of the playing field for EU
industries on the domestic and export markets and preventing the escape of EU industrial
production to third countries.
Contact: Dr. Mario Conserva, Secretary General
Tel: 00 39 335 7194359
email: mario.conserva@edimet.com

Annex 2: FACE press release
Aluminium, FACE (Federation of Aluminium Consumers in Europe): “CBAM and import tariffs
on unwrought aluminium will generate 7 billion extra-costs. We urge the EU to eliminate
these import tariffs."

Brescia, October 21st - “For years, European import tariffs on unwrought aluminium have been
damaging the EU downstream aluminium industry, generating over 1 billion extra-cost annually.
FACE estimates that the application of CBAM will further add a cost of 5 billion euros per year.
This means that EU downstream aluminium SMEs will have to bear an annual extra cost of 7
billion euros, a serious threat for the whole system.” , declared Mario Conserva, SecretaryGeneral of FACE, during the Special Face Meeting held today in Brescia.
FACE's calculation demonstrates that the EU import tariff structure on unwrought aluminium
heavily damages the downstream European industry, which, as Conserva reminds: “….essentially
consists of SMEs which accounts for 92% of the EU aluminium industry workforce, 200 thousand
employees and, indirectly, 1 million jobs.”
Moreover, Conserva stated: “FACE adheres to EU's CBAM objectives: guarantee a fair playing
level field while boosting the net-zero economy. However, we are concerned that if the proposed
CBAM does not take into account the characteristics of the EU aluminium sector, it could become
a harmful measure. Moreover, with 75% import dependence for primary aluminium in the EU,
we cannot accept these import tariffs anymore: there is an urgent need on the part of the Union
institutions for the suspension to 0% the tariff structure on all imported unwrought aluminium.
Only in this way can we save the competitiveness of the European aluminium industry and
mitigate part of the huge additional costs that will be associated with CBAM.
The full suspension of the import tariffs on unwrought aluminium would support the EU open
strategic autonomy in the aluminium sector, whose future essentially rests on its downstream
segment, and would boost the industry's contribution to the Green Deal by helping
environmentally responsible EU SMEs' develop and better resist to fierce and often unfair and
high-carbon international competition.”

Annex 3: FACE estimates on combined overcosts of a CBAM and the 3-4-6% import tariff
structure on unwrought aluminium (he market benchmarks the overprice at the 6% level only).

